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NEW FIGURES J KNOWN HERE

Leading Mcn Now Circulat Mr. Bleeder Calculates On Ben Raniels Arrested For
grand in Arizona.
ing Petitions in CIO.' 'Moonlight" Schedule
-VillICNTS ADVOCATE

MBE

•

Notary Public.
A. N. Sears qualified before the
county court yesterday as a notary
public.

'WELL KNOViN HERE

CUT THE FORCE
WILL

- James and Would THIS URDINAECE
BE
Bondi for One Official Says Public Need Not Related to Jesse
BROUGHT BEFOU COUN111Sght at "throy of the
Della About the Quespiaterworlo and Electric Light
CIL TOMORROW .
Hat."
tion.
Plant.

Want People to

LITTLE ROCK OWNS LIORTINGNI
OPERATES AT COST323611ER LIGHT
71‘4•oh.*.i
••

•••
•
•
•

FOR24142 METROPOLIS, MAN

-TO BE

arm= THIS WEEK.

MUNICIPAL OWNERSHII

to

MTTIR

ond street. The aldernitn vreek before late took Gallman's license away
from him because of complaints
against disorder at the saloon. He
is a 'member. of the Republican
echool board.

Vote
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•
•
•
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Little Rock, Ark., Feb. 15, 5906

Paducah, Ky
Dear sir; Replying to your inquiry in regard to*coot of eiectric lights in this clay, beg to reply that the city owns Its own electric lighting plant which has been purchased and 1411011Willapigger
of about Sss,csoo, and with which we are now furniaibing 310 lights, in
the city. The actual operating expenses of same
t in-

Tomorrow evening at the meeting
the council there will be brought
of
cluding taxes or depreciation, was 415,173.0o which.'
see,
HIS CLEVER ESCAPE
OWE-SIXTH
ON
CUT
HUNDREDS OF SIGNATURES
in the ordinance which directs that
is
about
$36,50 per lamp per year.
Very reapiedthilke,
this city be reFROM hurrRorous JAIL. the police force
"MOONLIGHT" SCHEDULE
ARE BEING PROCURED
W. It urNoN, etym.
duced to eighteen patrolmen, one
chief, one captain and one lieutenant.
proper committee last week inThe
Word comes front Nogales, ArizYesterday General Manager John
Many petitions are now being cirthe city solicitor, to draw
structed
Ben Daniel*, a United
culated among tha people of this cons S. Bleecker of the street railway and ona, that
which he hail done, and
bill
this
up
on
arrested
been
inanity at. present, getting signatures light company, submitted a second States marshal, 'has
it will be brought in for adoption.
the
Larson,
charge.
fraud
Hans
a
proposition
the
to
light
of
committee,
that advocate municipal owners'hip
There also comes up. tomorrow
kgillative
boards, Complainant, states that Daniels sold
promulgated by the documents which the municipal
during the gathering of the
evening
mine in the Harshaw district
+stipulate that the signers of the pe- quoting• figures for which lie ,woutd him a
the resolution adopted,
councilmen
when
that
and
Poo
for
ago
year
a
tition are attaching their names to a keep up the city's streetetorner arc
by the aldermen, and
ago
weeks
two,
paper that is to be submitted to the lights, on the "moonlight" schedule, he went to do the assessment work which provides that, if any saloon- PARTIES WHO TRIED CHEAT WM. KATTERJOHN ATTEND,ante
of
supervisor
Harrison,
James
council and aldermen of this city, whicb means that the lights will not
ED WATER- Alip LIGHT
THE REGISTER HAVE
claimed the property keeper or ibis employe violates, the
urging that there be placed before be kept burning while the moon Cruz county,
now and next June
between
law
city
re
a
demanded
was
Larson
his.
COMPANY MEETING.
the people the question of voting shines brightly. Oo figuring up the
TROUBLES.
Daniels re- that the license of the guilty grogbo di for the purpose of erecting moonlight schedule Mr. Bleecker cal- turn of the money, which
)
away.
taken
be
wilt
proprie.or
and the arrest on fraud fol- shop
waterworks by the city and also for culates that the lights will have to fused
The. aldermen adopted this document
lowed.
kept
be
during
burning
hours
2,900
the object of enlarging the city's
the night they rejected seven etloon Friedman & Nahn Trying to Make J Leslie Thompson .Opens FirstHe
Rider.
twelve
months, while to keep them
Daniels was a Rough
electric lighting plant so apparatus
and the resolution had the
licenses,
Class Tailoring House in FraBack What They Paid Register
sufficient can 'be installed to supply going every night, it will call for a was appointed marshal last fall but effect of causing nearly all the groghas not yet been confirmed by the
lights for commereial purposes. One 4,000 hour service.
Sabbath.
last
shops to be closed
ternity' Building
—Mts. Allison Appeals.
It is understood that this second I senate. Daniels says the case looks
01 the parties at the head of the
One warrant was issued against Geo.
Beproposition,
blackmail.
like
together
with
him
the
to
first much
movement yestenfay said that they
Goodman but the case cannot come
were having no trouble in securing one will be sumitted at the legisla- cause his confirmation is still pend- to trial because the witnesses arc
Mr • Wm. Katter
n yesterday
The defendant yesterday in the cirMilers, as lathiest every person ap- tive board meeting this week at the ing in the senate he says be thinks Mayfitld people who have not reattended a
proached attached theit names to the City Hall, and let the bodies decide those who caused his arrest supposed sponded to the subpoenas to come cuit court filed a general demurrer ; went to Mayfield ,
documents eicept those who were what they want to do in the premises. he cotild not afford to stand trial and here and testify. No warrant was to plaintiff's petition, in the litiga- meeting of the board of director's in '
either interested is ethporations or There will also be placed before the woulll !teddy give up the Poo 'de- gotten out for Oscar Baker, bartend- non of Joe Friedman and Max B. the water and light ceamparry of that
Nahm against William Katterjohn.1city, he being the itritdet.of a large
had friendly leaning toward the priv- entire memberrhip figures showing manded.
er of John Elrod's saloon, on account
whieh is
What it will cost for the city to retain
ate 'institutions.
Ben Daniels formerly lived at Me- of the witnesses never showing up. The defendant claims the plaintiffs block of stock
a
.very
e.
prosperous
its
enlarge
of
'have
plant,
possession
no
and
him.
cause
against
fiction
for
PaThere are about half a • dezen of
tropolis, Ill., a few miles below
In the Goodman case parties
Friedman and Nehm put up at 5to
these documents' tieing eireutated Same to a capacity sufficient to care ducah, and during his career there claimed they bought many quarts of
Open Tailor Shop.
anions the people- endoisoncirsds of or the demands.
was a most notorious character. re liquor there, while others in the Broadway a one-story building that
The supplemental proposition of was a saloonist and gambler of reoccupied
was
The
by
which
Register,
runes have alreadalebadhoittached to
bartendthe
that
Baker case codtened
Mr. J. Leslie Tlzompson, the: wen
gave pertnission for an additional
the paper, and jest whenever there is Mr. Bleecker stipulates that his com- pute. This has probably been ao er sold them several quarts.
known tailor, is preparing to open
pany
follows:
as
do
story
wilt
to be put on by the owners
years ago. Later he got into a diffiprocured the number of names deemIt is believed that things will be
in room No. its, at the Feat's-silty
culty at Brookport, 111., and killed a tight today and "the lid squarely on" who gave the work to Contractor building, one of the most up-to-date
ed edvisable the documents will be
Pedueah, Ky., Feb. t6, 1506.
ar- SO that no one can bay a thing in Katterjohn. The reef had to be and
placed before the legislative boards
To the light and water eornditted of man with a billiard cue. He .was
thsivieg
taken off in addle* Oats Whir story
rtionsting that an election be called
ever „installed -Iteret He is IFIns
the general council oi the city of rested and placed in jail at htetrop- the &is* liwe
and
while
torthis
done,
.being
was
for Net object mentiOned.
olis.
known to the ,so:elsiessers, %wrPadacah
rents
into the newspoured
rain
of
lb parties at the head ref the Gentlemen:
One day his attorney, Judge B.
ing turned oot 'ettnes et ibsSoot*
paper plant and damaged things
Movement are very enthusiastic, as
garments its the country. The pug
Referring to our letter of February 0. Jones, deceased, was in the corgreatly. The Regist=d Nall= lit
they state they never saw such an 3, sad answering further your re- ridor of the jail interviewing 'him.
few years he has been travails' far
Friedman and got
nt for over idiliereat clothing tower", ;leer
interim manifested, as everybody ap- quest for a proposition to light the The door was left unlocked and there
now sue
.13:s1.1.1410NE 413e00, while those wo
proached would quickly see the feas- streets and public buildings of the was ise•y access to the street. Ole CUMBERLAJID
turns to re-enter blikuseol for
ibility and economical feature of the city of
tb
Cemeactoe
gro
Kattericolia..wo
UPREWAL
OUTS
COUPANY
the
to
4
escap,
and
dash
a
made
is niew-reediiwg a Sat See
the
(mote
you
edftillired
we
Paducati,
that he is to blame for the gicsage oi nobby goods
propitiation and lend their efforts following prices for moonlight sched- Kentucky shore in a skiff. It was
PRIVILEOBS.
to the paper, plant.
Katterjohn,
toerestts interesting others in the ule for street service of approximate- rumored at that time that the escape
though, claims he had an agreement
question.
was
skiff
a
as
pre-arranged
been
bad
Resume Elks' Bolding.
ly aoloo hours:
with Nahm & Freidman which reIt will probably be attest the first For ice lamp,
to 249 lartsts •$5u5a in waiting at the foot of Metropolis Auditor Bora Muck Property Is Not leases 'him from any responsibility.
Contractor GeortetKatterighst Tear.
Monday in March that the question For 25e lamps
street.
Paid On, Therefore Rate May
to 299 larafF..• • 53The defendant was ordered to pay tstday announced teatif she wieatii&
will be placed before the council, and
Be at 6o.
Daniels went to the Indian TerriFor 3oo tamps to sag
51.50
over to the platir
eir11:93 in the was nice tomorrow 'he would resume
then pained to the aldermanie body
For 35o lamps to 31a, lamps.. . 31.00 tory. After, a few years be 0004
owing com- 'his men sit work on the Elks'
of the Pau
snit
the Thursday following, to get their
For soo limps to agg lamps ... 30 30 back by way of, Paducah and visitedi
pels), against the Provident-Washing- Mg on Nhrth Filth street. 'Ilse in*pinions upon the project.
the
sox°
under
Metropolis
his family at
For aso lamps and over
The Lard of'city eupervieore yes- ton Insurance company. Pilasters clemency of the weather has brought
Mary of the leading citizens of the
cover of darkness.
accorded to the Cumberland barge got damaged while defendant things to a standstill for the past
terday
town have expretised their hearty apKota,
to
1006
This is for the year
On one occasion Daniels was in
proval and co-operation of the prop- inclusive. For the year me to 1916, Paducah in a North Fourth street Telepteme co/wally a privilege not had an inderninfying policy on the two weeks, but he believes teal
can go back at their work to
°shank and will do all in their power inclusive, whatever number of light saloon when the police department granted to any other concern or in- craft.
from He will push things; hist as long an
stricken
There
was
ordeoed
for its successful culmination, they may be required, $30.00 per lamp per
was notified he was here and badly dividual in this city, that of leaving the
docket the suit of W. R. Howell the good weather continues.
realizing. that public ownership of a year.
murder, Daniels got the open the assessment that company's
want
R. H.. Reed against Dona Lee
and
miter plant, and then facilities to
We will furnish 32 C. P. series in- info
a about the same time system is to be valued at for municCarney-Thompson.
The Hate!. Deal.
supply commercial lignting, are &yea candescent lamps at the rate of 413.50 and
nly disappeared.
ipal taxes for this year. Io doing An agreement was filed stipulating
ues through which tax' reductions per lame per year.
now stated that the charge at
It
supervisors left the proph- that the attachment bond was not
Tomorrow Mr. Joseph L. Friedcan be procured, and make the muThis schedule does not in any way Meolopolis has been dismissed and this the
the to be sued on in the litigation of I. man is expected back front Chicago,
so
morrow
to
until
open
sition
nicipality independent to a certain effect the proposition made in our he in the last few rears has gone
come B. Wilford against J. D. Render, two where he has been the past week
extent. One of the parties with the letter of February 3, except as re- boldly into the little city, but the lawyers for the company could
their rea- business partners that got
offer
and
board
the
before
into submitting to the capitalists of that
above
petition yesterday said that go out gards the prices and schedule
writer is in doubt about this state- sons why the ceiMpany's properties
trouble over, notes they executed in city the proposition looking towarof
of.every too persons approached had quoted.
ment as 'Ben Daniels has not been in should not be raised in valuation for
out a third partner. They sale to them of the Palmer and The
buying
their
attached
names, and that the
this section of the country for sev- tax purposes from $4o,000 to $100,the
on
speaking
in
official
city
One
compromised the suit and now agree Kentucky of this city. On his removement, looked like an oierwhelmeral years.
000.
that no litigtion will rise over the turn it will be known whether the
ing success, judging keno the favor- supplemental figures, yesterday said
itca west Daniels did well and befin- attachment bond.
supervisors
outsiders have accepted the ,proposal
the
ago
days
Ten
t&
cost
would
it
rate
that
at
that
able expressinne heard.
a U. S. marshal owing to his ished 'hearing complaints from prop,
city more than for the company fS
plaintiff's motion for se new and closed negotiations for acquisiThe
furnish the lights the year around; bravetc. Indirectly 'he was related erty owners whose assessments were trial was overruled and an appeal tion of the vast properties.
Ptlipilfty Sold.
o: Jesdt James, the notorious out- raised. The figure's were then defi- taken in the wit of Ida Sseinbralear
because it was a known fact that
Property 11ring in the county on moon shone brightly for more thfin law, and ,there is no question but nitely fixed and the complaint quesGradually C101tinie Out.
against the Paducah City Railway
the Hiusbande1744 has been sold by one full weak each month, which was whatrij,possessed
as much grit, for tion closed. Many have wanted to
Weeks Brothers lir Company. are
. i e,
Plaintiff got thrown from
company.
Gip Husbands,to Theodore Hoye- a one-fourth reduction, but that° the his
tlie has often been tested. anther before the hoard since then defendant's ,car and was painfully in- gradually getting aid of their
kamp for $600,.
.the: deed lodged figures of Mt. Bleecker showed a Like lisse he always escaped, but but the supervisors absolutely refused jured.
sale grdçery stocky* &-eowd and
end at but now the old telephone company
fut rechird with
hour cletk.
cut of only about one-sixth, there- the former came to a sudden
evidence and exceptions Washingtun streeta,Snd it. is helieved
of
bill
The
l
. of his closest friend. .
hands
°dere for if the plant was to be "farmed ti nte
t motto; they
. Loebh382
0
ask this request,' which is willingly were filed in support of th-e appe
liovekatim (dsg,
re are a number Of people in granted them by the supervi,sors in
fb
'fon out" it would be better to take the
in the suit of Mary E, AllisonJwill have sold all and entirely dosed
taken
iBen order that the concern's lawyer,: can
Island creek, 222
,. bevies anlights for every night. He closed Paducah who will remember
against the Fidelity Miutual Lite In- out their busine
Attlee ..tigerntion
Jessie Hartle'
"W however, with the assertion that no- Daniels.
.
come before the Ostedy tomorrow and surance company. -- The late ,}1. C. nounced lash*
D. Helton for ,41
he body need bother, as the city would
,
lite other 'iivistilesale
show cause why there should be re- Allison let lapse his policy he had in to retire.
Woodville andi Lovelicrille rO4 in intitieue operating its own etterenh
diked from the jtoo,noo fixed, the this company, and after his death the houses of the c4, ore, drawincupon
the county.
valuation of their properties. The widow sued on satr.2 on the ground the stock whenevee possibtein orand never permit a private concern
•Alhen
Barkley
bought
f
will close their report that his accumnvulated benefits ex der to expedite tht. ymk of getting
sUperviscrrs
the
upon'
te act its tentacled grapples
Thome, C. Leech fne41,1tarst) p
the other
this afternoon and hand same in to tended the insurance beyond time ot rid of 0. In hitOViteyoommenity,, despite the fact that
erty on the south, side of,„Mo
cop. the council tonight.
erders
filled
their
get
wholesalete
some ot the friends of' the corpora- GLEN wpm) REALTY
hi; death. Judge Reed decided in
ARTICLES WITH
between
Eleventh
arid "Tw
by ordering
quicker thou they
just as soon as the aldermen pass)
boaris write PANY
public
•
the
1st,
tithiiMrs.
now
and
company
the
of
Javor
r •
Atreets.
COUNTY CLERK.
from The cities goods that they can
on the document Thursday night it Allison takes the matter higher.
working like beavers io throw eVeryJosephine Bougeno sold to Cliam- thing into bands of the private 'conWitts: stock..
get out of the.
will be referred to the finance 'comblin and Martar for $1251 protterty cern, and in that ,rivantor forever' tic
mittee go te thte of- taxatign can
Lost Collarettsi.
.,Jying on Thurman street.
Saturday Night's Trade,
In the county court yesterday there be firmed p lad set &sr this year.
the hands of the liberty loving rh'.let;to
yesterday
Although last curtailing wait. the
City Auditor Kirkland
were pled articles of incorporation
Officer Joint MleCeste last evening
mhos
Licensed to Wed.
M,any people yesterday: said that for the "Glenwood Realty company" stated that if, laiees were collected late found lying on the street a night fotloenng arrival here `tet the
Dean Shofner, aged at,'and Wuele these figures offered have never yet Which eapitalizes at $aozoo, with the upon 'ietery pieer4of property aisess- brewn fir collarette which he left at I. C. pay roe, the merchants dpwo
Augustus, aged all. were granted a calculated upon what the decay the stock divided into share, of Stoo eti la tht city ..the out rate . could be this office where the owner can pro- in the retait porde*, ,of the oily
I/zeroes to ,merry. This is the first city's plant will amount to if letslaY each. The etock is euhistribed for made at the Iti.st it irtires out, but cure same., The muff has black ends state that bushiest* iireete'reit so bidet.
venture for the groom and the, see.. idle for 'a period • Of yeats, iftb as foilows; H. R. Lindsay+, too shares; that limey.thousands of dollars worth with brown in the middle, resemb- It was pretty egad nj until *beset &
which ling fox fur.
o'clock in the'
• • hot after
,or the bride. Both reside here. would render it absolutely wortWe. Eitt D. Thurman, tdo that-et and John Of property exist here off, of
ltitig Soil* and
was
that
there
that
and
enitatejeollected,
business
taxes
shares.
g
The
Rehout
no
W.
young man is a machinists'
things were pretty sitSii. Right now
of the concern is to handle real although it is pest up for sale as dehelper at the shops.
Dedrick Estate.
Grace EPiae0P•11it is between season. ass* that part
city,
the
by
theere
in
bought
of
and
amount
linquent
highest
the
-while
estate,
qualified
yesterday
Johns Dedrick
Kentucky
Woodcock,
the
of
Bishop
public
the
to
of the year when th pi:4100w meg
add
not
does
this
contracstill
Cairo offers to sellailtik Man,Holp befiere the county court as adminis- Indeb;dness permitted for
'commence his week's 'find it dull ordip
diocese.
taxes
will
if
derived
I
money
the
_
treasury
.$ao,orio.
tine
late
otthe
estate
the
Danville
Of
trator
for aloe, gearancross to
.........
were paid on it. This natural with- mission here today, and outside the
Dedrick, while York Dedrick
teeing that he will not he disturbed
dt
drevral of collections from the city, announcement made yesterday morn,
Coffer Howse License,
,
by New York.—Cairo Citizen. Cairo qualified as guardian of Jessie and
Henry; Gellman, of 735 North and other shohtages makes it so that Mg has arranged for chitdren's ser- "Doc" Jackson and Warner Radd
don't want much for a bunch oit iron. Dora Dedrick, children of the deto be conducted at eits o'clock Slrere arrested last night at Ninth and
It looks lilt, 'the Egyptian minager ceased. Mkssrs. Houser and Derring- Tenth street, yesterday sold his state the rate will probably be as high as vices
of Tuesday and Thurs- Harrison, on the charge of being
afternoon
money
the
snort
will
net
which
Harto
Eberle,
$6e,
boast
appraisers
to
coffee
license
is trying to 'hold up the
new txtesne fon vsre then selected
„
day of this week.
drunk and disordr 11%,
e
ber.
inventó,y the estate of the deceitittnt din & Company, of los South Sec- than appropriated.
mm1in.mm,
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the Week in Society.

genial party of sixteen guests was Hendrick, who is soon to
leave for
accommodated, was veiled with da- Paducah.
mask and lace, and in the centre was
Features of the entertainment giva great bouquet of meteor roses in en were as follows: Pink
pasteboard
Prominent Young Couple.
drawing room, point euchre being a cut-glass vase. At eac'h side were hearts were passed to each
of th.:
With much joy and pleasure by played.
colonial brass candlesticks with crim- guests with the request
to write
everybody will there be greeted the
Carrying off the honots of the son flower shaded tapers, and similar
valiantine, and, the collection was
announcenu:nt of the approaching game were Miss. Marie Cunningham, shaded liglos on the vinehu.ng chan- one Arf comic
and sentimental poetic
nuptials of two of the city's most who was the winner of a beautiful ott the mantel and cabinets in the and proae producti
ons of rare species.
prominent young people possessing Doulton plate, and Mrs. Howard apartment. Red heart valentines, to Next was the passing
of twelve heart
:hosts of friends who extend their Roosa, whose trophy was a 'handsome which meteor roses were attached, shaped paper bags
of beans which re
sincere wishes. The couple are Miss brass candlestick.
=Weed the places, and- the, earue suited in a confusion of
tongues and
Mae A. Bleich and Mr. Jtoseph, D.
Miss Arbelle Walden, of Owens- color was in evidence in the elabor- a great rattle and- clatter
of, loose
Sowers, who will be merried at 2 boro,
was an out-of-town guest ate nine-Course mean waived, the fruit beaale upon the, deem...Then five mino'clock the afternoon of Tuesday, of the occasion.
parfait, garnished with crimson rose- ute attempt at seriousne
ss, which was
February 27th, at the home,- of • the
Following the game a delightful buds, being especially pretty. Mrs. anything but serious. Refreshm
ents
bride's parents, on Clark near Ninth, luncheon was served in two courses Parks appeared in
white eta-mine of pink And White cake
with pink
street.
anie„lace
at the card table. In keeping with
, and Mrs. /ebb in a black cream carnenex4 as a very
enjoyable
The wedding will be a very quiet the valentine sentiment were ths chMbn - erepe, with touches of real feature. Then two
members at a
20
PIECES
affair, on account of the recent be- hear t-shaped sandwiches and dainty lace. Mrs. Phillips wore White panne time engaged in
FINE
QUALITY
a "so say, say you
reavements in the family of the valentines as tallies, Which werepret crepe, combined- with Duchess lace.— witheint laughing
" feature. Ift this,
WHITE
PERSI
AN
LAWN,
young lady and. only the immediate ty souvenirs of the event.
Nashville Banner.
all gave way to temptation to laugh
reLtives will be present to witness
Mrs. James Thomas assisted the
iteMed:
WORTH 20C, A BARGAIN AT ...
except Miss Datist.COwper and Mrs.
—
the happy event that will be officiated hostess in keeping the score, etc.
Nettie Presnell, Mrs. W. I. Clarke
The Five Hundred Club.
over by Rev. William Bourquin, of
The hostess wore a becoming gown
and Mrs. L. T. Worten, 'Mrs. E.
the German Evangelical church, on of blue chiffon taffeta inset with
Mrs. Ben Weille, of Eighth and B. Sedberry and- Miss Mettle WilSouth Fifth street. Immediately after white lace, her sistet, Mrs. Viele, be- Jefferson, is the hostess for the meet son, who received
prizes for their
the nuptials he couple leave for a ing very handsome in pink crepe d.- ing of the 500 club next Tuesday seriousness.
Then Mrs. Hendrick
two weeks bridal tour to St. Louis, chine with pink hat, her flowers be- afternoson
was presented with a book by the
so
LARGE
WHITE QUILTS,
Chicago and other Nothern points, ing American Beauties. Miss BoseiL
-s-CL
--seW
hostess.—Livingston Banner.
HEMME
from whence they return March 12th, well's costume was of lavender crepe Entre Nous
D
ENDS,
PRICE AS
s'ILW•41W
Club.
to be at home to their friends in 717 de chine with lace, Mrs. Thomas
Wedding Anniversaries.
bONG
AS
THEY
LAST
Clark street.
The Entre Nous club will be enter
wearing blue crepe cloth lace trimDr. and Mrs. Otho Powell, of 612
Highly esteemed and unusually med.—Evansville Courier.
!alive': next Tuesday afternoon by
popular are the contracting parties
elasseaLseettat
Miss Louise Cox, at her home on Madison street, Wednesday evening
entertained a number of friends comdirt number friends of everybody. Flower 'Cotillion.
Fountain avenue.
plimentary to the first anniversary of
The beautiful young bride is a PaduA flower cotillion will be given on
etseLsetV
their
marriage.
breeding
birth
girl
by
a
,
cah
and
next Friday evening by the older pu- Sunday School Class
Thursday evening Mr. aind Mrs
moo flizno WHITE SHEETS. HEMgraduate of the schools with high pils of the dancing class of Professor
;tarry ,Coitineeeigiogsually entertained
honors, and an unusually .highly edu- Mahler, who 'has been here the past
The Tenth street Clwistian church
MED
AND
SEAMLESS, YOU
cated and cultured young woman of month instructing a large number of Sunday school class of Mrs. Quincy their Mends out Of compliment to the
first
anniversary of their unison also.
many accomplishments, that never pupils in the terpsicbcirian art.
,Wallace, of 122 Jackson street, was
CAN'T BEAT THEM FOR THE
Both were charming affairs very
fail to attract numerous admirers and • •
simesikttote
entertained Friday evening by that
tsjeryabl
e
PRICE,
to those there,
friends. Hers is of a striking brun- Church Entertainment.
lady, end a happy time was had by
tftstilleseW
ette type of beauty that has always
Two very charming affairs were the young people.
Theatrical Parties.
been such a pleasing soiree of admir- given the past week by societies of
its4Lss4W
ation to everybody, as is also her different rhumbas, timid ..both were
'Many Paducahans have gone to
many graces and winsome mar sers. participated in by very lafge crowds Colonial Cotillion.
Miemphis, Tenn., the past week to
She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. who were treated to an evening of
The dancing class of Prof. Mahler witness the Ben Hur performance
John J. Bleich, former the jeweler, trial ands appreciative. enjoyment.
will give a colonial 'cotillion Thur..- which had an unprecedented run
and. a granddaughter of the late Tuesday evening at 1 the handsome
so RUGS IN VELVETS AND AXnay afternoon in 'honor of Washing- there, giving two productions daily
George Rock, one of the city's residence of Mrs. William- Eades, of
ton's birthday. It is for the young- before housands of people. It goes
wealthiest and most prominent men Jefferson, near Ninth street, the Ram er
MINISTERS, ALL SIZES FROM
members of the large class he in- to Nashville today for a week's stay.
of ability.
..
sty society of the Broadway Metho- structs.
Yesterday there returned
from
exg
TO 12X15, MADE OF SHORT
Mr. Sowers has resided in this city dist church entertained with a dainty
Memphis where they witnessed the
efteSssetets.
just little over one year, but in that Valentine party. The following eveplay, Mts. W. J. Hills, Misses
LENGTHS AT 3-4 PRICE OF THE
short space of time he has amply ning at the lecture room of the First Interesting Reading.
Blanche, Grace and Helen Hills, Suevidenced his sterling nature and Presbyterian church the Ladies' Aid
CARPET.
The evening 4.f February 27th a san Wetherell, Belle Cave of her-.
progressiveness, especially from. a society of that congregation enter- very delightful reading
will be con- and Mrs. Irvin MeArthur and Miss
A -NOBY LOT 0 FTAN JACKETS
business standpoint, being conserva-- tained with a biazaar and musicale dected at the Broadway „Methodist Leon Kessell, of 'Michigan. the two
tive, yet oi that forwar4 push that for the benefit of the carpet fund.
latter
of
whom
are guests at the Hill
-church by Miss Mabel Maitland,'of
JUST IN.
PRICES FROM
forges things to the front. He is
Dyersburg, 'Tenn., a very cultured home. on North Ninth street.
an expert jewelry man and came here Coming Nuptials.
ensoMnellE
and versatile young lagly of recogfrom St. Louis last year to become
At 4 -30 o'clock the afternoon of nized ability.
Birthday Affair.
manager of Bleich establishment Tuesday, February rith, there will
toWelLs-setr
Many friends were entertaiied
which has an able business man by be united in marriage Miss Theresa The Casino Club.
Thursday
evening by Mt. and Mrs.
his association. He is one of the Hummel, of this city, and Mr. Otos
Mr. John Rose and wife, of got Finis Scott, of 1339 Jackson street,
most congenial and pleasing gentle- Edwin Gross, of St. Louis. The
men ever locating here and has ceremony occurs at the German Luth Trimble street, entertained quite a complimentary to the thirty-tsird
anniversary of the birth of the
everywhere friends who hope for hitn eran church on Souls Fourth street, crowd of friends Wednesday evening
former. Many games were indulged
at
their
home,
complime
ntary
the
to
happielegant
and his
bride all the
but will be witnessed by only a few
in, and dainty refreshments partaken
ness their lot merits through life.
intimate friends in addition to the Casino club. It was a valentine af- of
fair
teeming
with
numerou
s
interestese.sfWilesS.
relatives. Rev. A. C. Ilten officiates.
Those there were: Mr. and Mrs. J.
ing features.
The bride is the cultured and exOdd Fellows' Bsdl.
C. Cummings, Mr. and Mrs. Phdlip
4fteeL'esellW
The Odd Fellow lodges of this city ceedingly popular daughter of Mr.
Rogers, Mr. and Mrs. R. N. Scott,
Annual Ball.
are prAparing to give grand ball the and Mrs. Ferd Hummel, Jr., of HarMr. and Mrs. C. F. Akers, Mr. and
The
rison
annual hall of the Bricklayers' Mrs.
evening of April 16th, but have not
street between Fifth and sixth.
J. T. Scott, Mr. and Mrs. T E.
The enterprising young groom is a union was given Wednesday evening Schaffer,
yet decided where to conduct it.
'Nies. John . Adams, Mrs. Campbell
Flournoy, Mrs.
Laura the ladies and gentlemen, both in the
at
the
machinis
Brunswick hall, over the bowl John Gorman,
t formerly residing here but
firietes'W
Mrs. J. E. Deleach; Fowler, Mrs. Bettie Sherman Mrs.
ing
several
alley
decorations, game and luncheon.
on
Broadwa
months
y
ago
near
Fifth
went
to
St.
Luncheon fir Niece.
Nffssee Cora VVIoods, Minnie Sim- Mary Burnett, Mrs. Muscoe
Burnett,
street. Akout too were there enjoy- mons,
Nine tables were tilled nith players,
Mrs. Eli G. Boone, of South Sixth Louis to make his home.
Annie Stein, Mary Easley, Miss Mary Morton, Miss Rebecca
including the club member., and
They will make their 'home in the ing themselves until a late hour, it Willie
street, near Washington, will enterRideler; 'Messrs. Earl G. 'Grif- Allen, the Misses Nas'h, N. B. Nash
being a masque affair.
supplimentary guests to WI vaceit
tain next Thu:stiay with, a i o'clock Future Great.
fin, Albert Sett and Jack Kirkrran.
and J. F. Smith.
4L‘e-r—aft1W
places. The club trophy went .1
luncheon,
complimentary to her
keLelLses-se
PatilL4010
Mks. J. Victor Voris, while Mrs.
Charity Tea.
niece, Miss Nell Howard.. Covers Paducah Girls.
Komus Club.
Delphic Club.
A dispatch from Washington, II.
James E. English captured that for
will be laid for twelve.
The ladies of the Charity club will
Mr. Clifford Blackbiun, of South
C., says regarding two charming
Mrs. Muscoe Burnett presented a the visitors. The gentlemen's gift
41LesesSar....
give one of the most beautiful char- Eleventh street, was host for the
Paducah
paper
girlswho
Tuesday morning at the Del- was taken by Mr. Henry Rudy.
are
there:
A
KenFor Sens Souci Club.
ity teas of the past few years in the meeting Tuesday evening of the
Following the. cards an attractive
Mrs. Harris Rankin has issued in- tucky belle at the capital is Miss Palmer parlors next Thursday after- Komus chits that spent a most charm- phic club meeting, on "Maria-Thresavitation, for a card party the after- henrietta Koger, of Paducah, who noon from 3 until 5 o'clock. Wafers, ing time as guests of this popular The Court,", Mrs. George C. Wallace course lc:ie.:icon Wnt partaken of.
is the guest of Miss May Phelps, of
reported on Louise de 14 Vallerie"
noon of next Wednesday, at the PalItsiEssole
tea and light refreshments will be young man. During the card game
and Miss Katnit‘sn Whitefield
mer. It will be complimentary to the navy, at the Partner. Miss served, while those there will volun- the
gemlemar
r's
gift
to
went
Mr.
"Madame Sevigne." All were very Entre Nous Club.
the Sans Souci club, of which she is Koger was especially admired at a tarily contribute to the charity
fund. Jack Parkham, while Miss Ethel Mk- entertaining and instructive.
Miss Ethel Brooks ei Seventh end
large ball at the Washington bara popular member.
Mahon took that for the young lady,
Madison streets entertained , most
racks.
47..tiwica
Precedin
g
the
dance,
she
1eLseste4W .
40101C442
and the host that for the best lone
'happily the Entre Nvus club Thins-,
was the honored guest at a handsome Magazine Club.
Daughter's Birthday.
Mrs.
Reeves'
band.
Party.
day afternoon, at which time the St.
The
dining,
decorate
Magazine
d
with
dui
spring
posies
will
enter
be
Mrs. Stella Dickey, of 321 ElizaAt her charming home on Eighth Valentine
During the evening a business sesfeatures prevailed, the decand
tamed
rare
Japanese
Thursda
embroide
y aftirnoon by Mor- ?don
ries—
beth street, Wednesday evening enwas held and new officers and J fferson streets M're. Robert L. orations being red and
given
Saunders
by
Gept.
A.
white, while
and
Mrs.
Fowler,
Earl
Brown
at
her
home
in
tertained a few friend* in honor of
Reeves entertained with a delightful the tally
cards were heart-shaped- in
"Edgewood," between West End and chosen, as follows; John Cathey.
the eleventh. birthday of her charm- of the Barracks.
card
party
Wednesday afternoon. arrangement.
Miss Elizebeth Atkins, in 'a toilet Arcadia. The periodicals to be re- president; Clifford Blackburn. vice
ing daughter, Miss Edn. Dickey, who
president; Mrs. Myrtle Parkham. The tables were tilled with animated
Misses Retie Hatfield and I.eone
of
ported
white
on
chiffon
are
and
lace,
Paducah
a
Literary
Digest, EV: secretary, and
received many pretty remembrances
Mr. Jack Parkham players, and during the game Mrs. Keeeell captured the gifts
for Vte
from those there. Games, refresh- school girl beauty, ;misted Mrs. erybody's. Booklover, Cosmopolitan, official puncher.
Richard G. Terrell captured the game game- that was
followed with service
Scribner and Gertrude
ments and s generally jolly time was Piles, wife of the senator from dis- Century,
trophy,Mrs.
while
Jack
that for the lone hand of a light luncheon.
Parkham, of South
the order of the vening for the lit- tant Washington, in her reception Atherton.
Sixth, entertains the club the com- went to NWs. Victor Voris. Each of
Those there were: Misses Lillie
this
week.
tsWe'r
ft!
Mfrs.
Piles
was
Miss'
tle folks.
ing Tuesday.
the gifts were pretty, hand painted Mae
Winstead,
Washington's Birthday.
Nell
Holland,
Those in the party were: Misses Bernard, of Paducah
pieces cf chinaware. Following the Blanche
Hills, rMarjorie' Bagby,
sillesilkessW
Next
Thursda
y
is
Washingt
on's
Florence Senser, Clara Senser, Rella
cards
In
a`most
tempting
Honor
of
and
delightfu
l Louise ('ox, Retie Hatfield,
Birthday and will be recognized. in
Mootlue
Wagner, Emma Nichols and Nelson In Honor of Mother.
Mrs. Wt J1. Hills and daughter, luncheon Was partaken of by the llopkini, Mei),
the
public
Owen, Robbie Loving,
schools,
Mrs.
Supt.
C.
M.
Clifford
Lieb
M. Budd'. of Broadetroadfloeit, Rnymotot litrepey. GorHelen
Mks
guests..
Mlle,
of
North
Ninth
Rella and israisees Coleman, Susie
way, near Seventh street, Monday yesterday announcing that the stud- street,
don Finney and Eddie Senser.
will F+Sday entertain at cards,
elksers---1-1V
Thompson, Fsaices Terrell, Lillie
afternoon entertained a few friends ents would be dismissed Wednesday complimentary
4Lestsa41115
-to their
charming Masquerade Party.
Mae MicGlathery, Ethel Brooks.
at cards complimentary to her moth- afternoon, and not come back until
Renowned Singer.
Quite a number of friend-s were
guests,
Mrs.
Irvin
MacAtthu
r, of La
4114111Hfla
•
In pursuing their musicale and vo- er, Mrs. Laffey, of Cincinnati, who Friday morning. There will not be Pierre, Mich.. ncl Mike Leone kessell, entertained Thursday evening by
Mrs.
McCandle
any
ss' Party,
exercises
or
program
is
me
in the of Pontiac, Mich
her charming guest. Green and
cal • studies and entertainments the
Miss
Gertrude
Voight with a ValenAt her elegant home, on West
members of the Matinee Musicale pink were the attractive color scheme different rooms, complinientary to
ietelivew
tine masquerade party, which furn- Jefferson street,
the
Mrs John NIcCandannivers
ary
of
the
birt4
decorati
of
the
ons that prevailed throughclub are trying to get a number of
ished huge enjoyment to all, the less yesterda afte..noo
Play by Schchars.
y
n entertained
celebrated characters to appear 'here out the elegant luncheon. The first Father of Our Country.
The members of the Dramatic club Inasqn?s of many being very comical quite a party of friends
The
library
at carde,
trustees
have
ordered
prize
went to Mrs. Charles James,
in their tours over the country. One
of the Paducah High school, are pre- and amusing. During the evening complimentary
to Mks. Samuel Mcof the best known and most talented of Evansville, the second to Miss that the library, at Ninth and Broad- paring to present an entertaining the little folks whiled away the sevCandless of Sagiogyt, Mich., who is
is David Bisham, the superb singer, Faith Langstaff, and the lone 'hand way, be closed all of that day out of little play, the work of a gifted eral happy hours at varied, diversions,
visiting at that home. The home was
who will pass through this section to Mrs. J. Victor Voris. Those respect to the dead of years ago.
affiliate of that body, Miss Carry while dainty
refreshments
were beautifully decorated with a scheme
The
Daughter
s'
of
the
American
present
were:
during next month en route South.
Mesdames Thomas
I-14m, one of the brightest of the served. Master Nelson Brnadfoot of red which proved
unusually atThe club members are attempting to Leech, W, B. McPherson, J. C. Kevolution have decided not to give students. The play is entitled "Dead captured the prize as beipg the best
tractive.
have him appear here but have not Utterback, Eli Boone, Victor Voris, any entertainment or other affair in Brokers" and the club is now arrang- masqued guests
Those there were: Mesdames Allen
as yet received any definite responSes Hal Corbett Will Bradshaw Jr., 0. celebration of the anniversary, like ing te produce same at the auditor411141V4111
Ashcraft, Henry Hughes, J. C. Flours
to their urgent request. If he comes L. Gregory, Jessie Nash, J. W. they have done herettnfore.
ium of the Washington building on Afternoon at Cards.
noy, Victor Voris, W. A. Gardner,
and sings under the auspices of this Keller, Chas. James, of Evansville;
The appartments of Mrs, Hubbard Muscoe Burnett,
West Broadway. The young people
Valentin
J. E. English, Wile Party.
leading club, it is needless to say a S. W. Glover, Armour Gardner,
Miss Emily Upton, of New Or- are natnrally taking much additional Wells, in the Empire flats, on Broad- liam Gilbert, Clifford Budd, William
mammoth audience of music-loving Laura Fowler, Joseph Friedman,
interest
tense
in
near
this piece, realizing it is
Seventh street, were the McPherson, William Marble
Robert
Saunders Fowler, Luke Russell, R. leans. Friday afternoon entertained 11, the compilat
devotees will greet 'him
ion of their popular as- scene of a charming card. party Fri- M'acMfillen, C. C. Warren,
party
of
young
lady
'friends
with
G.
a
George B.
Terrell
and. Missee Faith LangThe club conducted its bi-weekly
sociate.
day
afternoos
. The affair was one Hart, Hubbard Wells,
W. B. Mills,
meeting at the Eagle quarters last staff and Carrie Phillips, of Pitts- charming Valentine party at the resiof a patriotic nature with decorations Luke Russell, Harry
dence
of
her
aunt,
Mrs.
Williamson,
Dr.
burg.
D.
G.
MTB.
Borth
entertains at cards
Wednesday and spent the afternoon
Afternoon Tea.
of red white and blue, while con- Irvin 'MleArthu
r, of Lapeer, Mich.;
with Hayden, Handel and Merart, again tomorrow afternoon in 'honor %well, of Broadway, near , Seventh
Mrs. Ethridge Palmer, of West spicuous amongst the arrangements Percy Paxton, Jiohn
strekt. The afternoon was charmingDonovan, C. L.
under the able leadership of Mrs. J. of her mother.
Clark street, Theirs-day 'afternoon en- were several
beautifully
draped Van Meter, John Little, Clara
spent
ly
cards,
at
the
tallies for which
Cullee,
Dennis Mesequot. Quite a number
VW-1We!
James P. 'Laffey, of Cincinnati;
were be-ribboned heart-shaped. val- tertained a party of friends with a American flags.
of viftitore were present, as ,it was
charming
Mrs.
tea.
complime
Linear
ntary
took
game
Mrs.
to
Orm
the
,
For Mrs. Webb and Mrs. Phillips.
Miseee , Faith Langstaff,' Monima
eteines, with pictures of ye belles and
an open meeting, and each member
E. C. -Hendritkes of Washington, TT. prize, while to Miss Clara Thomp- Hopkins, Frances
Mrs. Hamilton Parks was• the hos- beaux of olden tim&.
Herndon, Susan
permitted to invite two guests.
tess of a lunch/on of unusual beauty
The prize was a group of violets C., who regirled, here many years ago, son fell that for the best lone hand Wetherahl, Blanche Hills, Flora Nall,
41VOIC-41W
and
is mother of Mir. Calvin Hen' player. Fourteen -tables were filled of tr-Itsisville;
of arrangement Thursday, given in gayly bunched with ribbons The
Zella Russell of Athens,
Miss Boswell Guest of Honor.
compliment to her guests, her moth- gathering was one of exceeding de. dricke, Chief engineer of the mam- with -players, w'ho after the game, Ala.; Leone Kessc11; of
Mrs. Charles Vine, a recent bride, er,
Pontiac.
moth
sewerage system intended for enjoyed a sumptuous repast served Mich..; Anne S-herrill
Mrs. J. L. Webb, and sister Mrs. light to the select few there.
Baird.
with Miss, Mary Boswell, of Paducah,
Baltimore.
by the entertaining hostess.
,
Robert Phillips of Paducah, Ky., who
4104teetW
who is visiting the hostess of are
'Mrs, Hendricks is a very versatile
411ILIALLAI
being extended a number of prets Farewell Affair.
Charmin
g
Assembly
..
the occasion were the honored guests
asnd talented woman warmly greeted As You Like It Club.
ty social courtesies. The parlor was
The home of Mrs. James UtterOne of the prettiest entertainments
for a delightful "afternoon" at cards effective
by
her
many
pleasantl
-Most
friends
y was the As You back, in Arcadia,
here. Those at
ly decorated in Jackson vines givsn by the ladies of Smithland for
was the scene of .a
given Wednesday by Mrs. Frank and a
prbfusion of pink carnations, quite --a while, was that givers Tiles- the tea were Judge anif Mrs. 'Camp- Like It elph entertained Friday even-, most delightful assembly
13yegee. Jr., entertaining forty guests
Tuesday
bell,
Mr.
and
and
Mrs
Mr.
Campbell
Given
Mrs. Ws' Armour afternoon when
and the library and dining-room were day aftern n to the
, jute by
this- popular matron
members of the Mrs. Florence Moequot
a: her 'home on South Second s reet.
Gardner, of Fonntain avenue, near delightfully
Mary
Mrs.
.
in crimson and green, with red Woman's
owtionary society and a
entertained inany at
There were sevg tables fn
Mbequot Watson, Mrs, D. M. Flour- Broadway. Being The week - of St. card!.
TO- eheekd lights on the eineheng chanThe handsome residence
few invite guests, by Miss Laura
gt•ssive :euchre
noy,
Mire. Wiry Alexander, Captain Valentine appropriate features ...preio 'she deliers. The table, ae which a con- Champio
n
Onor of Mrs. John K and -Mr c
ra
So.
Tiarrison Watts, Mrs. vailed at the charming assembly of
s
Centinued'on Page Seven.)
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BROADWAY AND FOURTH

m-zgi:

nati; Larz Anderson, of Washington,
D. C.; the Vicomte Charles de Chain-:
bruin and Theodore Roo4evelt, Jr.,
the eldest son of thepresident.
The Critical Moment.
conThewedding ceremony was'
ducted in accordance with the ritual
of the Episcopal church, Ifishop'Sattmeee officiating and the Rev. Dr.
Roisad Cotton Ste-i-t-h---aseitsting in the
cerdennety. !)urine. the progress oi
TO STRAINS MARINE BAND
the censineay the toy' s',choir' 'St;
John', church sang a number of
ALTAR
TO
MARCHES
'PARTY
Mr.
selections, including
;acted
Longsvorth's • 'favorite, "Bei Theo
Faithful Pito Death," from "F;ijaii,'
Gorgeous Decorations and Exquisite and a selection from the Song •o:
Solomon, "My Beroved Cometh."
Gowns Make Scene Dazzling
When the critical moment arrived
and Bishop Satterlee asked the alland Bewildering.
important question, the bride answeree with a firm and clearly eudible
•
The answer of tiet bridewill."
LEFT ON BRIDAL TOUR
groom, although undotrittedfy also in
FOLLOWISO THE LUNCHEON the affirmative, was by no means as
.se/Olstiekeliw auswer of
partner.
Apex the ceremony the ushers, who
Washington, 1). C., Fib. 17.—NO
to
-social event ni the history of this ad 'been guarding the approach
and
line
in
formed
altar,
'floral
the
much
country has ever .attracted as
their reinterest in all sections of the country preceded the bridal party on
Band
Marine
the
while
cessional,
populaand among all classes of the
- tion, as she wedding of Alice Roose- played an animated march.
lestmediately following the ushers
velt, eldest daughter of President
couple and
'Roosevelt. to Congreseman Niebblas walked the newly married
family
the
of
members
other
the
popularity
The
Ohio.
Longworth, of
The
them.
behind
pairs
in
marched
tit Miss Rssosevelt's father, coupled
ascended to the upper floor
cortege
the
all
that
fact
undeniable
with the
state stairway, on the
world love's a lover, particularly if by way of the
the btsikling, instead of
side
of
East
chief
the
of
daughter
the
that lover is
by way of the private stairexecutive of the country and has en- returning
way.
and
naturalness
her
by
herself
deared
The Bridal Dress.
Democratic ways, has made the wedMiss 'Alice Roosevelt looked lovely
ding of Miss Roosevelt a national
in 'her magnificent bridal costume.
event in the full sense of the word.
The
risen was cut in Nieces, style,
The wedding castle quite near being
is particularly becoming to the
which
event,
international
considered an
and graceful figure of - the
slender
and, to some extent, has assumed
was of pearl white satin,
It
bride.
President
although
that character,
of roses outlined in
design
a
showing
Democratic
Roosevelt, with true
on the plain background.
silver
thread
it.
prevent
to
best
his
tried
spirit,
was specially woven in
There was a time when Frances Fol- The material
one of the Paterson, N. J., silk mills
Presiof
wife
the
became
who
som,
and the design then destroyed to
dent Cleveland, while the latter was
skirt was
most popular prevent duplication. The
-in office, was the 'most,
the hips
fitting
around
plain
and
tight
piiptiwoman in the country, but
whattrimming
no
with
and
waist,
•larity and the interest taken in the
fitting as
tight
was
bodice
The
ever.
nothas
were
great event of her life,
as the bust, where it draped softing compared with the universal and far
ly in crosswise folds, the fronts
everytaken
interest
sympathetic
fastening in alternate tabs, showing
,there in Alice Roosevelt's Wedding.
'
a vest of soft tulle, which began at
the end of the yoke. The transparent
The Arrival of the Goats.
yoke was of real rose point lace, an
The beginning of tlie ceremony had heirloom of the Lee family. The
been set for high noon, but the first sleeves were of etbow length, being
carriages with guests began to at'- Finished with soft ruffles of the same
shortly after eleven o'clock. and lace. The train, fully three yards
•
when the noon hour approached. long, began at the shoulders, was of
there was- an uninterrupted line of heavy white broche lined with plain
carriages depositing their occupants white satin and finished on the sides
at the hospitable door of the -White and at the bottom with ruches of
li°use.
chiffon.
It had been intended to limit the
The bridal veil, another family
number of guests Who were to be heirloom, was of soft tulle, falling alEast
the
in
wedding
present at the
most to the bottom of the train. It
room to 850, but it is safe to say that was held by a spray of orange blosseveral
by
exceeded
this number was
the
over
loosely
soms, falling
which is a veritable museum filled tion the remainder of the day was cause to a degree that we do not yet
hundred.
no to her from ail parts of the world
carried
bride
The
coiffure.
of
the most beautiful and costly given to the memory of Miss Frances fully appreciate. She stands now as
men
with
the
gowns,
by
sent
beautiful
all
means
no
by
Women in
flowers, but only a small, ivory were
E. Willard whose earthly labors were a type of the loftiest endeavor of the
distinguished appearance, in military bound prayer book the same which wealthy people or the heads of gov- il art- treasures.
diploFebruary 17, 1898. Ever since, later years of the nineteenth centhe
ended
of
came
garb
gifts
the
of
rieh
Many
the
ernments.
uniforms,
tier mother carried at her wedding.
people,
Bad Dreams Kill Woman.
that day has been observed as a Red tury. Such 7a work and such a life
poor
comparatively
from
matic crops of the less picturesque
Miss Roosevelt had originally inEvansville, Ind., Feb. 17.—Mrs. W. Letter day on both sides of the At- knows no sex. It is for mankind.
costume prescribed for ordinary civil- tended to use for her bridal dress farmers in some of the Western
this
Miss Jettie Elliott read an account
of
Miller of Petersburg, lnd., was lantic wherever the White Ribbon is
P:
richnot
and
others
artisans
ians at noonday functions
states,
some of the magnificent satins, browith a severe attack of night- worn. The Paducah union, how- of the many women's clubs that owe
seized
goods.
worldly
with
character, crowded the space reserved
endowed
ly
cades and other costly materials
for the invited guests and awaited which 'had been presented to her by From those sources the bride has mare last night and died before help ever, observed February 15. The their growth and efficiency to the
president, Mrs. Eliza l'uryear, read pioneer woman's organization, the
patiently the beginning of the cere- the Empress Dowager of China, and received enough vituale ' to. feed a could reach her.
the one hundred and forty-sgeth W. C. T. U. • Prominent among
Among
year.
a
for
family
sized
mony.
good
she
other Oriental potentates, whom
were potatoes, all kinds of COUNCIL ACCUSED OF GRAFT psalm, known as the Crusade Psalm. these stand the National Council of
The Wadding Ceremony.
had visited during her trip last year. the gifts
a poem Women, the Mothers' Congress, the
Mrs. Fannie Dunn read
Bishop
and fruit, pumpkins, egg;
A few minutes before noon
She changed her plans, 'however, up- vegetables
Marie,
editor Catholic Women's League and a very
Ste.
Hunter,
Rev.
Wm.
Sault
by
of
quantiwritten
the
Federattion
Civil
generous
and
in
coal
even
Washington,
and
of
Satterlee,
on the suggestion of the president,
host of others. The writer closes
Advocate
Christian
of
Crusade.
Pittsburg
the
Plans
Mich.,
to
ties.
Rev. Roland Cotton Smith, rector
oho called her attention to the fact
of with these words: "Let us thank God
Hymn
"Battle
the
in
1874,
called
who
church,
Episcopal
John's
St.
that it would be more appropriate
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THE L'ARGEST 11-OUSEFURNISHERS IN THE WORLD.

STOVES AND RANGES

FURNITURE

Here you will find the GREAT BUCK'S WHITE
ENAMELED LINE, the "Peace Maker," second to
none. Many happy homes are made by the use of

In this department you will find incomparable
values, as well as quality and quantity. Our aim
has been to give von tip-to-date goods and at close
margins.
GET OUR PRICES BEFORE PURCHASING.

[

$11.00 Gets one guaranteed for 15 years.
DRAPERIES

Lace Curtains, Top and Rope
Portiers in great variety. Patterns and prices suitable for all.
You can save money by buying here.

ART

Our Art Room Is a place of
beauty, well worth your trip to
our store.

Prices Right

OFFICE

This department is complete
with all the latest Cabinets and
Files, suitable for up-to-date
business men.
Manufactured by Yawman &
Erbe, which is enough said.

CARPETS AND MATTINGS

QUEENSWARE AND CHINA

We show the largest line in the latest creations
in Drnggets and all styles of floor coverings ever
before exhibited in Paducah. Also Oil Cloths mid
Linoleums,
$10.75 Gets a full size 9x12 Jute Smyrna Rug
MATTINGS,9 cents per yard up.1

We can now offer you nice assortments of Hay!land & Co. Ch!na, both in white and decorated.
PRICES RIGHT. Our line of English and American
Porcelain is also complete.
$5.00 gets a 100-piece set.
$2.42 gets a 42-piece set.

GRAPHOPHONES and
PHONOGRAPHS

Both Edison and Columbia Machines and Records.
7-in. Disc 35c; 10-in.60c.
Columbia cylinder 25c.
Edison, 35c.

Kitchen Cabinets

PARLOR

Get one of these "labor and
money savers." Here you will
find the McDougal line as well
as a cheaper make.

This line must be reduced to
make room for spring goods. All
prices cut.

$4 gets a good one.

$22.50 gets a
$45 Davenport.
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Embroidered Shirt) Waists.
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type fans and
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sf all ,
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UMONG THE MANY,,KBW AND ATTRACTIVE THINGS IN
11011R SPRING LINE THERE IS PERHAPS NOTHING OR
MORE ESPECIAL INTEREST TO THE LADIES THAN OUR
VERY SWELL ASSORTMENT OF EMBROIDERED SHIRT WAIST
PATTERNS. WE HAVE JUUST RECEIVED TIM PRETTIEST
LINE OF THESE IT HAS EVER BEEN
OUR PLEASURE TO
SHOW, AND THEY RANGE IN PRICE FROM

wok.— r „..,

75 cents to WA
XLSA
— A VERY DAINTY ,SU IT PATTERN
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,.... _

-

-
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IS,
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representatives of the people should wink% kicit'inf shrewd capitillistsI,orWILARE ALSO SHOWING A VERY ATTRACTIVE LIM OF
. see to it that every safeguard possi; Electric
ganized r a 4ampany with only pp,FINE ilIWISS EMBROIDERIES AND INSERTION FOR SHIRT
Tye corporatiou grime are trying ble it erected to protect the citizens Doe, 'eapitalkeed it
at $3,000,000 itnd
to move theaven'llid earth in their from any possible danger of imposiHERE ARE A FEW OF THE PRICES:
then sold "tiOnds to the amount- of WAISTS.
contract tion 'or increased cost irrliviag in this
'efforts to saddleiss..hghting
,
2,
$2,000,009 io The sucker public. be
on the city of Paducah which has be- city. if a Louisville company can
WIDE SWISS EMBROIDERY FOR SHIRT WAIST FRONTS
cotirts, now,:.4,1ye the matter in hind
Highest tam pent low aeostad.beed
bind it a sinister. motive. Figures afford to give private consumers a and it is to be hoped
. ,
that those AT 411c PER YARD.
have been dug up -from some where, reduction of forty per cent, why can
"progressive business men" will land
which those papers attempt to make not companies seeking a monopoly where they belong.
INSERTION TO MATCH AT est TO 33e PER YARD.
the public believe represent the cost in other cities do the .same
Yet
Members of the general couocil
to the city of the lights now being we find no suc'h inducement incorBuy aiything and man evssything.
WIDE SWISS EMBROIDERY IN THE EYELET WORK AT
furnished from Its Van plant. The porated in the proposition that is are beginning to keep tab on Sunday
arS-eon Court street. Old phone iv&
63c AND 75c PER YARD.
Sun declares, "Average cost of now being urged upon the city, but obscrvance, and unless the edict of
lights per year under city ownerShip on the ,contrary we do find that to the aldermen is obeyed there will
INSERTION TO MATCH AT 18c TO soc PER YARD.
$84.92." Those figures are false. It accept the contract means for the be still less saloons in Paducah next
takes less ehan $8,000 to operate the city to pay more for its public light3 July.
Moving wagon in connection.
SWISS YOKING IN THE EYELET WORK AT 98c AND Si 69
city plant a year, which, at that fig- than it can produce them itself.
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PER YARD.
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per year each, It is said that the in 'hand which we will not attempt to were dismissed 'Friday and the formal
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city plant is worthless, if that be discuss at this time, but will merely charges presented against the chief
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Office and Residence, Rooms 3 and 4.
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Old Phone toe:
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Begins Feb. 15th and continues TWO WEEKS
tion saving the city money, the city 'Little Rock last year paid $11,273, or boat early yesterday me/piing, but this for it is a GOOD THING
would have to pay $12.5o more per a cost of $35.23 per light. Paducah got taken himself before tong by
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light, and which, on 200 ligibts, his year. expects to operate the plant Detectives Moore and Baker, who
rushed him before Judge Sanders in Extraordinary cuts on Popular Musiv.
means to pay $2,500 per year just for on $7,280, or $44.12 per light; still
the police court, where the judge
the ptivilege of giving the contract more room for iimprovement in Pa- proceeded to throw in Dixon's directo thelighting company. Nor is this ducah. The..difffrence in the operat- tion a little dose of justice' from unFor
all, with the corporation's proposi- ing expenses at Little Rock last derneath his judicial ermine.
tion goes the shutting down of the year and what Paducah proposes to carrying concealed weapons Dixon
was fined $3o and, sent to jail for
city's plant and the last vestige' of( expend for operating expenses this twenty days, while for presenting his
competition wiped out, and a. com- year is SAM'. For that $3,993 ad- revolver at others he was fined $75
Henry's Aseptic Cream is the
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city for $62156 a tg4, Viwn the city organs should not overlook the fact ano costs for being drunk apd disin Hawkins Bros'. Restaurant. would do well to take the assignwith a first-cilia pliant' can ft7:751; that in arriving at the cost of the orderly at the opera house Friday Made
ment OR SPaCe
from
night,
where
he
tore
the
hat
HAW/CINS BROS. HAVE COMits own lights for less 'thee $50 a lights produced by the Isity that the
his sister-in-law's head.
PLETED THE ADDITION TO
There'..s a eel osin incianalsteney
tight. As to the Irene of a monop- value, of the city's plant, anywhere
Riley Swift was given a continu- THEIR RESTAURANT, ADDING about endowing a women with all
oly, the consolidated 'lighting and from $25,000 to $40,000
rrant 40 FEET TO THEIR ,DINING your worldly goods and then making
Will bring pleasure iu your
is figured in, ance until tomorrow of the
power companies in 'their fight to but when it comes to giving
the fig- charging bins with refusing tist prop- ROOM AND A NEW COOKING her ask you for car fare.
home during the long winter
erly provide for his little children.
prevent the general council of-Louis- ures at which the lighting
DEPARTMENT. THESE ADDIcompany
evenings. They are playing
Louis Matthews was fined $ip and TIONS
GIVE THEM AMPLE
ville from giving another company proposes to
furnish the lights, the sent to jail for twenty days for harry- ROOM TO BETTER CARE FOR
now at our store.
a franohiselbt lighting and Power in
Come in
value of the city's plant is not fig- ing concealed weapons.
THEIR
GROWING BUSINESS,
and
hear
that city, comes forward viith a propthem.
Then
testiyou'll
The judge heard part of the
AND THE PUBLIC IS NOW REured in. To make it plain, under
osition that if the city will refuse to the company's
charging Mrs. CEIVING THE BEST ,RESTAUmony
in
the
'warrant
Want
one.
Big selection of
proposition the city
Essie Hiessig, who is wife. No. 3, with RANT SERVICE EVER KNOWN
grant the new 'Company a franchise, must close down
'records.
and abandon its cursing and *using Mrs. A. J. Hes- IN THE
CITY.
the present company will reduce the plant:
to close it down for ten years sig, who is Wife No. r, and from' New
SINCE THEY HAVE
COM
1 'rates to consumers forty per cent. ia-merely
to make scrap iron out of York. After hearing some "61. thi7 PLETED
THE ' ADDITION
This demonstrates beyond doubt the it, therefore if it
tIve. judge- continued the THEIR
RESTAURANT
THEY
4 valued at, say evidenceover
until torriorrcrw, and put WILL BEGIN MONDAY NIGHT
matter
value of a monopoly. A. *lal own- $240,000 then $2,500
1ti year most be
both worneti under $5oo bond to' TO SET A BUFFET DINNER AT
ed and operated v IIi -ity 0 fur- siNgif to,
BRCIOKHILL
the company's figures, or keep the
BUILDING.
'le
it toward the other. THE LOW PRICE OF,, 3548
TELEPHONE NO. 444.
•

5610

NOT1OEi

toVes etr2d
FLorr.riitbre.

Fransioli.

Clem

Or. Childress

DIXON GOT HIS

4
•

PURCUILIITHOMPSON
407 BROADWAY.

PADUCAH. KY.

it T.Rivers,M. D.

NOW ON

.4

Our Special Book and
7. B. harrison,
Sheet Music Sale!
Henry's Aseptic
Harbour's Book Department.
Crew for
Chaps

Monday Evening ft 19th
LECTURE:

• "The Kentucky Brigade of Forest
Cavalry," by

Henry A. Tyler,

J. II. Oehlschlaeger

Major General Commanding Forest's
Cavalry Corps, United Confed. Vet.
Admission 75c and 50c.
Tickets on sale Monday morning, 9 o'clock. All tickets
I
sold can be reserved at this time.

AN....

EDISON
STANDARD
PHONOGRAPH

C. MANNINO SEARS, M, D.
Office 1707 Moyers St.
Telephone 377.

s, „,

lik

DR. R. E. HEARNE WarrenYkOarreft
Jewelers
403 Broadway

•
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MARY

MRS.

TrNeas

CREST LECTURE

SUPT.• HERE

AFTER INBAND
JOHNSON

MR. EGAN

DOWN

KENTUCKY

FROM EV-

ANSVILLE FOR A FEW

HER FRUITLESS!

Advances

the

The Orandest• Opportunity
Ever Offered!

BE

CROWDED
TOMORROW
•
•
EVENING.

HOURS.
•
I
sobs
Theory ,That Chief Dtspatcher Allan Jorgenson, of LTh,e Will Arrive at Noon Judge

SEARCH.

She

WILL

Possibly liar Husband I'Men-

Nlaskville Division, Here—Fish

tally Deranged.

Fors Stack Farm.

Who Will Re Introduced

,

"beillon. Given Campbell.
-

,
1 4044
.
44.4:

?dirs. Mlary Joanna's,00peannes'Cr
Everything isc%ready for the good
H: •Egan,-of the LouisSupt.
t ville division of the 'Illinois Central lectore Do be konducted tomorrOw
F: search over the ,cooneitiailifma,
v....
railroad, arrived here yesterday after evening at The
i. hatablach the sevrinet-suisitine
Kentucky by the Cap,
•
•1-: and a Cairo paper of 14fittrif sa
*tom Evansville, svaiere he has
federate
veterans
and Daughters "of
Is. i follows regarding bet visit that
heti ittetAng- court for the past
ii
'
i "Mn. Wry Jokffann, the wi
of day or two. He went to Louisville time Confederacy of this city, anti
lames Preadcin;"Iiihnson, who
•
as thie morning at 145 o'clock. !le they expect jt to be one of the Jagbeen missing from his borne at
JitsViiiiit4d-WIte frau the Indiana city eat and mOst Sucicelesfui e
s field,,K,y., since No
%
to see bow things were coming on.
ments ever conducted within
'7 the city. yesterday and le
history of the city as pertains
fowler for MietrophIllf
Chisf Dispatcher.
affairs of this patriotic har
iyaii,' .
hopes to find a clew to
Gkief Dispatcher Allan Jorgenson
Hon. Henry
y Tyler will
-lit
whereabouts.• .
ot the new Nashville division for the noon tomorrow from Hickman, Ky.,
'She had juir''Yeturited
litt;
Illinois Central railroad, arrived in while his lecture commences at 1125
3,4ounda wher:ite
imt
yesterday for the first time o'clock at the theater, *Isere he Will
the
parties thinki
ftsias
there bot thetWillIVINIIPSMINNIIIIVA It since that divisiin wss created. He be greeted by a mammoth tEroog as
is now stationed at Princeton, where already about 500 tickets have been
wax. not Jdhsiennesses.
, the main dispatehing offices ate main sold and others .are rapidly being
Johnson •
chine tained for that district. He came
agent , for
and down on official business and goes called for. His subject will be
"Kentucky's Brigade of Forrest's
while on oat
;Itrongh the back
to his station today at neon.
Cavalry," and it will prove the most es,
:counts's, watt
ihisksporbet,?wagon
interesting speech ever heard in Pafracturing hl.
Protoctios Bawd Choinnsk
ducahans.
on
115s mint ht etsiateshirra tate been
The old soldiers of the city will
Mr. John A. Hill, of the
lway
affected as a' ressla of this acoident
ex- gather In the foyer sof• the opera
and Mrs. filtinipti_offers this as a Carmen's order for the I. C.,
possible srnd most plausible cause of pected to arrive here today t visit houte le.arly aomortow evening, aid
,
the local carmen. He is oh44rman while' tIld toreliestea it playing some
disappelfi-a.the patriotic music enter„,...the playhouse
Since he,jiess,been, away he .has of the joint protective board
, been reported to have been twice in unions of the I. C. system an OW% in a body.. It is also protipble that
hilt 'dies. will Occupy the stage, surroundPaducah, Ky.,, y3tile from many other the Paduca'h body a social cal
towns repasts have been circulated, en route back from the Southci his ing the speaker during his remarks,
and making the talk more impressive
none of Which however have proven borne:
as there will be living witnesses to
•
to be correct.
attest the remarks' of the speaker,
Takes to Stock Raising.
Mrs. Johnson has offered a reward
who
I dwell upon the desperate
of $25 to any party who may locate
President Stuyvesant Fitt), Vice strugg s
and valiant career of the
She
missing
the
man,
requests
that
4
President, J. C. Harahan, Director mernb rs of this brigade.
'
anyone receiving s clue to his.whereJ. C. Welling and Mr. J.M. DickHun. Given Campbell will intro: outs wire her at Msyfiehl.
inson, all of the I. C., have bought duce Judge T,gler
at the opening of
Johnson is a man nearly six feet in,
a one-third interest in thie famou.
height, and weighing about
itto Belle Meade stisek farm just outside the gathering.
pounds. He has dark hair tinged of Nashville, Tenn., paying $32.000.
Modern Sb000 Residence.
with gray, blue eyes, heavy brown
In the heart of the best residence
mustache and a scar on 'his forehead.
part of Paducah coatter Ninth and
Jefferson
streets two story house,
Clay and Seventh.
bath, furnished
story
lower
in
Fourtoom house corner lot lifloo.
black walnut. Fine home, bargain
$oo casR balance one, two, and three
one-fourth cash balance easy.
PARTIES CONNECTED THERE.
years.
Whittemore Real Estate Agency,
Whittemore .Real Estate Agenc,y,
Fraternity Building. Both phdiiits 835.
WITH ASK FOR CORREC.i.1.
Fraternity Building. Both phones 835.
TIONS
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RACE TRACK
R. B. PHILLIPS' RETURN PROM
NEW

YORK

IS

NOW

"'

State That the Publications in the
Afternoon Papers Are a Little
Premature

PRESENT PLW
THIS WEEK
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We have decided to discontinue
tail sale of Furniture in Paducalvto
,v14 soot,
vote our entire energies to our factor,,
and will close out our entire stocks at
114-116-207413 South Third street
at COST. This is a bonafide sale of an s.,• r otti !
immense stock of Furniture AT COST.
It is going to be sold at once. The
/ greatest opportunity ever offered Paducah housekeepers to furnish up. Everyerything marked in plain figures. Come
early and avoid the rush. Terms of sale
CASH. : :
; • •
17.1'44.

AtoniF ac,

ICE FACTORY
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•
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•
•
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The Paducah Furniture, Mon Co.

2.00 SHOES

.0
DRAMATIC
CLUB • MAKING
The publications in the afternoon s'
?VAT PREPARATIONS
papers yesterday regarding the ri,:w
ice company being organized. baying
FOR PRODUCTION.
Everything Ready for Incorporation the property now
ivied by do..
Southern Peanut ornpany at First
MANY PEOPLE BELIEVE THAT A GOOD SHOE CAN
of Concern When Few DeBE SEand Washington streets, seems to Play Written By Miss Ham and First
CURED FOR So oo, AND WE KNOW THEY ARE RIGHT,
FOR
•
tails Are Decided On.
have been premature, as all parties
OUR LINE OF SHOES AT THAT PRICE IS VERY
of Series That Wind Up Last
POPULAR.
connected with the meter stated to
WE HAVE ALL STYLES AND ALL LEATHERS AND
EVERY
The Register last evening that this
PAIR IS WARRANTED YOU SEE WE X1.4r -7
Half of Term.
THE
SHOE
Just us liana, as !ifir Robert B. was not true,, no deal whatsoever
PROPOSITION FROM START TO FINISH. AND OUR YEARS
OF
flaying
been closed for the property.
EXPERIENCE ENABLES US TO CHOOSE SHOES WHICH
Phillips returni from New York
ARE
Captain James Koger, the well
DEPENDABLE—WHICH WE CAN AFFORD TO GUARANTE
The members of the Dramatic club
City there will be held a meeting of
E
known steamboatman, anr Ur. B.
BETTER COME IN AND LOOK AT
THEM
TODAY.
YOUR
the parties behind the project- to H. Scott, the retired capitalki, own for the High school of this city has
HEALTH DEMANDS GOD SHOES THIS WEATHER
start a new race track • two miles the property, and the formes last decided to present their little play
from this city upon she Hinkleville night said some weeks ago Mr. Mor either next Friday or Saturday evenroad that -runs out beside Oak ris and others came to Nm with a ing at the auditorium in the Wash/
proposition to buy, and be sei bt ington building on:
West Broadway.
Grove cemetery. 'The parties have
figure, but that further tklitt 'this
already bought the plot of growl, nothing whatever has, berm done to- hatkichever of these nights is to be.
which is about fifty acres and expect wards dosing the deal in any form. adop&id upon rinetime this week
Mr. Morris lett last evening' for and preparations made accordinglx.
to inaugurate there one of the finest
The play is that known as "Dead
.race tracks the country over.
- St. Louis after spending several
days here on business connected
Brokers" arNtwas written by Miss
The concern will be known as the with
•
the new plant, but before dePaducah Driving club, and as Mr. parting sent The Register word that Larrye Harm one of the brightest,
Phillips lus been one of the most the afternoon papers were wrong, as pupils of the tigb school. The coin;
earnest workers in behalf of it and lie has not closed for the. property, for presentati n of same will be se
will probably be the president, there not even having'an option, but only lected
with the next day or two an*
awaited his retern from the East, got a price open the mammoth buildyoung
people are anxiously lookthe
—DENTIST—
where he hirs gone to buy goods. He ing. Ade hopes to buy the property
Sold at
is expected back sometime this week if the ice factory project goes ing forwaed to its presentation, In
Gray's Buffet,
Trnehart Building.
or next.
through, but iitates that' no deal at order to sec with what succels then;
Palmer House, Bar,
Already considerable communict all has been closed. The peanut 'tad produce the. 'handiwork of ode
L. A. Lagoniarsino.
tions have arrived here from ,raie company has a lease on the property. be. their most talented and 'poptiltje
OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GREGOR,
horse men the coorittV ower saki**
Mr. Morris' father it • connected nunnbers, who is thc young lady that
what the possibilities are for the new with the Polar Ice company of St. po impressively and amid such
aprace course, and all are informed Louis, which is capitalized at $5,000,- plause sang at the Confederate ariathat it is surely a irb, as the ground coo, and if thop,new pdant is started steel's sertteral weeks ago, the sang
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear bank
has been bought, articles of incorpor- here Mr. G. G. Perry, of Richmond, "Mister Won" composed by Mr.
ation are being prepared, and by the Ky., will be president, L. H. HenMarshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Herbert Wallerstein, of this city.
time good summer arriveg •here the drick, of that place, vice president,
This production is the first of a
Rsiom tre Fraternity Building.
grandstand 'will 'have been completed and Mr. Morris secretary-treasurer series of entertaining plays that will
New
and things be in prort MOM 19r,... •*21 and general manager. .
Phone 114
Old Phone 3o3.
be presented by the Dramatic club
good season. The retrn. of „Mr.
Everybody hope; the project will during the last half of their present
Phillips is being awaited so it can Ifie"tbrellgb and the deal closed for scholstic teem.. All the money debe decided at the approaching gather the property tit* all parties connect- •rivdd
from these ventures is applied
.Jag just who the incorporatorb shall ed therewith request a denial of the by the young ladies and gent) men
to
BE WISE AND GET A GOOD
'be.
afternoon Rapers' publioations that their fund for continuation of their
CLOCK OR HAVE YOUR PRES.
If there is defeat=e tatiiig hill things %lid been cloilea, as this i4 theatrical work that
Rcaldence. •
Not a drink; but a siessonabk prepis a valuable ENT ONES PUT IN
FIRSTa t Frankfort the
ay will be very misleading.
souroe for development of
their CLASS ORDER.
Eighth
aration
tapecially adapted for coughs
and
Jackson Streets.
WE DO THE
known Bo time Patuent).
The promoters expect Ito organize talents in th4s line.
n AssoFINEST KINDS OF
REPAIR
and
colds
accompanied by fever as in
dation, but if the
Telephone aye.
lature their company at $roo,otio -capital and
WORK ON ALL KINDS OF
adopts the racing-bill-1
La Gripp, etc.
ters manufacture about too tons per day. s.
Siumworkers
Fail.
Why
CLOCKS AND WATCHES.
will incorporate themselves into a They have contracts signed with
Very Palatable.
(Tacoma Ledger.)
OUR CHARGES ARE ALWAYS
driving club.
about
people
5to
here
in the city, , With the best of intentions they MODERATE
'
•
DR.
ROBT.J. RIVERS
•
WE CARRY A
and 151. Bottles.
binding themselves to supply ice at fail of sympathy with the persons
COMPLETE LINE OF BEAUTIleo NORTH FIFTH STREET
.
as cents per 100 pound-s.
Ten Acres $r375.
whom they seek to aid and who oft. FUL JEWELRY.
Both Phases 353
. • Oct dlinkleville ens* One inlle
en are in great need of their help.
west
The ,People Wont to Meow.
Office hours 8 to to a, m., i to I
Their methocks are an affront to'the
of city limits. Laud, levels plenty of
(Minneapolis Journal.) ,
self-respecting poor and are resented
shade trees, ities east of. CI. C.
p. m. and 7 to p p. m.
DRUG STORIES.
,Lee's
Some dyer patriotic Michigan peo- much in the same spirit
-lnew 4rome Cat line will PiOblifily past
as has been
ple
are
trying
to make Senator Al- shown bydithe crowds of the Londow
Jackson Sta. phone 137
in two years. Ossesthird each.
ger, now a candidate for re-aleetion, unemployEd
& Clay Sta.. phone 311.
Whittemore Real Estate • AtlencY.
Alio have been parading
' The general uhe streets of the British 'metropolis
428 Broadway. e.ii. PURVEAR,
Fraternity Building. Both phones 835. tell where he stands.
merely says that he is "loyal to the with banners
inscribed: "Curse your
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW, Pictures, Diplomas, Ceirtlficatea,
PHONE 772-A.
platform of the republican state con- charity. Give ue
wort."
Five Acres $75o.
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building,
vention." But this statement has
Water and Oil Colors,
Am- ---•,....,-,..4
IHIttkleville road. 9pe,,,rnilc Wtbit;of
323 5-1 Broadwity, Paducah, Ey.
Mottos and Vilanders
gity limits, just cat 6f, C. C. Leo's angered euis the republicanir them•Tor Sale.
ALIEN W. BARKLEY,
selves. The days of the "diplomatic.
New Phone ego.
Framed right up to date in five min' 1,001) loads of dry heating and cook
new base. Ow this% cash.
SPECIALTIES:
utes time at the
fleosie Move wood Si.a5 per
.111
Whittem ore Real Extent 4geney, statesmen are about• over.
twodloris toad
Attorney
-at-grw,
are
going
to
know
what
their
servAbstracting
of
•
delivered promptly, Tel. 442. El E.
Titles,
fritternity Building. Both phoAs illt.
ants stand for
,
'•
Insurance, Corporation and
Bell Soffit 133a South Thirti street
Room No. A. cod S5,ALa
AWAITED.

Lender &Lydon,
309 Broadway,

TIME
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-

-

Paducah, Ky.

A. S. DABNEY

PABST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER

LAWYERS.

Rock, Rye
and Hone
H.T. Hessig.M.D.
Compound
50e

t

J. L. WANNER,
Jeweler

BACON'S
7th &

PADtiCAll mu
.sIc STORE
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MISS ROOSEVELT'S FUTURE
HOME IS MOST ARTISTIC
Longworth Will
Old Mansion to Which Congressman
iron. ,
Take His Bride One of the Finest in Wash

L. 0. STEPHENSON..

P.
and philanthropist, -has refused to accept his salary of $600 for his last
S.
year's services to the city. He dePortof
size
the
city
a
in
clares that
age, where tho slake is -hardly more
ING COM•
than honorary, a citizen who is worth LOUISVILLE LIGHT
be•sufli
the honor of election should
I BOTH PHONES
PANY ANXIOUS TO KEEP
ciently public spirited to give -his
NO. Ito .
OUT COMPETITION.
services to" the city.

:‘ CAH UNDERTAKING CO.
r)711DU
TO REDUCE RATES- PA
UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMERS

COLLECTING POLLS.
Many Hundreds Have_ComeForward
and Been Receipted.

2o3-ao5 S. THIRD ST.
PADUCAH, KY.

,,TH.F GLOBE BANK Si, TR
T UST CO .4. .'
Of Paduosth, /Kentucky.
i

Possibility of a 40 Per Cent. Reduction Announced—New 'Interests

•

J

11..

- O4hajailaSae marble :slant e watt
s1l13.t1
Want Franchise.
Mr. Lee Potter,- fortner alien , has
The borne to Waieli Cortatea
ndacime old Ayie. mirror is an
hot
Capital and Surplus SUS/5,0ot)
one
back
is
di
bride
hundre
many
in
las
ed
collect
Longworth will take
4.4,•
'ng
mansions
otloir bf the bride-to-be has poll taxes from the 'people of the suost aristocratic old
*ming
,
are
balanco
the
porLiansville, Ky., Feb. 17.—ln an
while
Its
same,
mo a delicate tint.
G. W. ROBERTSON, V. PRES.
iii Wasbington—opaciouts, 'homelike, walLs"of a
payin%their effort to prevent competition in the ED P. NOBLE,PRES.
and
along
gs
right
hangin
d
'forwar
sitken
oisite
CN
are
tieres
with
hed
rmer lighting business in LoUisville, the
The
year.
cine-eovered and -furnis
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
with %:.1 eicagio losackgrcrund of lovely polls for last
n
perfect taste. The president's daugh- flowers .satich isitm to have blos- sheriff was named by— the county Louisville Lightiorsistnpany, thçoug
Transacts all regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Payu
hing fiscal court as the proper party to President Udolpho`Snead, is w ling
ter never cared for the White House somed of themselves. Everyt
lighting. per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes in
room is dainty and collect these polls, and he. is teing to'-cut the rates for electric
-and her oven little suite of rooms (all about the litt:e
will Al over the city. This • fact was
Ina
ody,
every-b
with
look
to
lenient
very
te
exquisi
proof vault for rent at $3 to Sio per year as to sire. You carry your
sweet, fresh and
issteeg brought out yesterday az a statement
furnished in the shade of blue since
becau
garn
nce
silcomme
with
shortly
desk
writing
little
A
upon.
the made by Mr. Snead at an infotmal key and no one but yattrsell haa access.
named for her) she particularly dis- aer trinkets, tto fine almost for use, everyone for the $t.so
settle-,
make
to
its
her
him
meelling of several members of tha
of
s
by
, court conippl
liked for some fanciful home
a fragile .and fork tall lamp teteasand general council.
April,
in
county
the
with
a
ment
for
y
is
it•IlJacl
side. a (-natal ':-t
wilful own. Mr -halite home'
Mr. Snead stated that in the event
goes on the floors, he must have every single one in by
,
charming enough ao suit the, most tate, priceless
ouncil reftned to grant the
al-4
the
reaches
time:
.that
ltat
Iratisiji
•
a long pier
Jones-Atherton combination a franfastidious of brides, more homelike, most, fronv the ceiling to the floor,
t • laisite
if -it as eailiorao -as
chise, and also the persons represent
s Intl
Depew • tata l'or three pretty picture
benneto which Senator
ed jiy John L. Dunlap, the Louissome tiny gold-framed mirrors with
brought 'his bride, and whieh he had
vale Lighting company woula be
thyte
copriple
es
brancb
candelabra
furnished in Louts Quirts° 'style of furnishings of this exquaite little
willing to make a big reduction in
type.
purest
the
the rates for all classes of lighting.
r
KATThe tongworth home is a corner Qom. Lonaeworth borne\a already COUNCILMAN HENRY
While the exact amount of this
The
biome very large as Washington
cut
could not be learned, it was stat1
its
tapesitiaSZT
mate+ for
ITN RETURNED FROM
TERJO
'houses go, but roomy'enouish for, a
It
would be in the neighborhood
ed
room
dining
The large otte in the
of ao per dent.
newly married couple and their
costand
cent
magniti
PHIA.
A.DEL
larly
PHTI.
is particu
friends. It is of red sandstone And
ly. It is a biblical scene and very
has a colonial doorway which has faithfully caned out in every detail.
been much admired for its beauty.
Besides being immense ,in-'size, it is
Convention
:all the floors at4e of hard wood, remarkable for its beauty of execu- He Has Been Attending
silas
with
d
covere
are
and the walls
of Brick Manufacturers, and Is
tion.
or burlap linen. The pictures artable
tea
little
a
stands
it
Under
THE COUNTY SUPERVISORS
, Kentucky's Vice President,
few, but good—mostly paanings oi -.here rests a tiny solid silver tea
INCREASE FIGURES BY
old masters.
and
service and some slender cups
magnifi
a
has
room
g
$700,00.
The drawin
saucers into which Alice Roosevelt
the
john,
cent dark rug. Afghanstan. brought will pour tea when he holds her reKatter
Henry
lman
Counci
from
from Europe by the congressman's ceptions, or afternoon teas, when brickmaker, has
returned
mother.
d by a Philadelphia, Pa., where 'he has been John Hughes Will Take Ten Days
assiste
be
ly
natural
will
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The chafrdelier is a work of art. bevy of fair young Washington maid- the past week or ten days, attending
to Complete Books, When They
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Nationa
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akers'
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ie aapaneses lamps, bronzes, some be thrown open and the elaborately city during that space of firm.
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of
pieces
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pricele
and -the
Mir. Katterjohn says it • was the
The board of county supervisors
or carved mantel and fireplace
adture, capacious armchairs. a couch
much
interesting and- largely attended this year did better than the city
as
most
be
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Monday Night—Judge Henry Tyler,
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Wizard in the Saddle," for U. C. V.
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Friday Night—Donnelley & Hatfield
Minstrels

Undertakers and Erribatmem,

130 SOUTH THIRD ST.

Fri'. Night,Feb. 23

PADUCAH, 10%
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